Saving money and key talent
with a BPO solution

The adoption of a customized business process outsourcing (BPO) solution from
Kelly Outsourcing and Consulting Group (KellyOCG®) has provided a global electronics
manufacturer with a better workforce model, and years of tangible rewards.
A prominent global manufacturer and distributor of consumer
electronics runs a highly seasonal business that demands a mix
of employees who can handle all facets of customer care and
inventory management. A key component of the company’s
workforce also includes electronic technicians, who are responsible
for the repair and rework of products. However, the company’s
existing temporary workforce model made it difficult to retain
highly trained and productive individuals. Overall inefficiencies also
meant that the company was missing opportunities to streamline
its workforce and save money.

The challenge
When the company initially contacted KellyOCG, it had a mix of
full-time and temporary employees at a reverse logistics warehouse
in North America that was engaged to support highly seasonal
business needs. Employees at the warehouse were responsible for
shipping and receiving, inventory control, administrative services,
customer service, and facilities management. Additionally, a
population of highly skilled and licensed temporary technicians was
responsible for repairing and reworking products.
Over time, the volatility of the business led to a ratio of full-time
to temporary employees that was not aligned with the client’s
strategy—as it was too costly. The structure of the workforce was
also inefficient, including full-time supervising managers in each
warehouse area (exchange, returns, rework, shipping/receiving) and
overall site managers.

Results at a Glance
CHALLENGE
■

Create a more efficient workforce model

■

Retain highly skilled technicians

SOLUTION
■

Analyze entire population of warehouse employees

■

Establish more efficient mix of full-time and
temporary employees

■

Shift majority of core workers to full-time KellyOCG
employees

■

Provide programs and other incentives to retain
valuable workers

RESULTS
■

More volume at a lesser cost compared with
company’s other warehouses

■

Greater overall efficiency

■

Greater employee satisfaction

As a result, there is decreased employee turnover, increased employee satisfaction because
of KellyOCG training and development opportunities, and increased customer satisfaction
as well. But the company is also saving real money in terms of being able to lower
production cost per unit, lower the man hours required to achieve a greater volume, and
increase the overall quality of its operations.

This inefficient workforce model over time began to take
its toll in terms of cost and lost productivity. The company
also became very concerned with the growing challenge
of retaining its highly skilled contingent technicians, who
at the time were not receiving the types of benefits they
might have received working elsewhere.

The solution
KellyOCG originally started managing only the
customer’s warehouse operations, as there were
areas the company wasn’t quite ready to outsource.
Fortunately, when the customer realized how much value
a fully integrated KellyOCG outsourced solution could
offer, it gradually added more responsibilities to the
original scope of work.
To design an effective outsourced solution, KellyOCG
first used market research, historical volume data,
technical proficiency testing, and other methods to
analyze the population of warehouse employees. From
there KellyOCG determined the right mix of full-time
and temporary employees and adjusted wages to the
market rate in order to net immediate savings. This led to
KellyOCG developing a blended workforce model that
consisted of 85 percent core full-time workers employed
by KellyOCG who could meet the day-to-day needs of
the overall operation.
Some of these core employees included the highly
skilled and licensed technicians that the company heavily
relied upon, but had experienced trouble retaining.
These valuable employees started receiving benefits and
full-time contracts as a result of their employment status
with KellyOCG—something that had not been available
to them through the previous workforce model. Fifteen
percent of the workforce kept their temporary status and
were engaged only to help with seasonal demand and
the fluctuating work environment.
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In addition to facilitating this new workforce model, the
outsourced solution implemented proven operating
methods that improved shipping and receiving processes
as well as the overall flow of the warehouse, including
a Spanish-speaking customer service center. With a
full set of Key Performance Indicators (KPIs), KellyOCG
established measures against safety (lost time), quality
(customer complaints, shipping errors), delivery (on-time
shipments), cost (overtime, expedited shipment), and
employee development (Kelly Learning Center training,
growth and development program, and a local education
program in conjunction with local community college).

The result
The highly effective and multi-faceted outsourced solution
implemented by KellyOCG means that the company
continues to enjoy to this day a greater level of efficiency
and cost savings throughout the 110,000 square-foot
warehouse operation. As a result there is decreased
employee turnover, increased employee satisfaction
because of KellyOCG training and development
opportunities, and increased customer satisfaction as
well. But the company is also saving real money in terms
of being able to lower production cost per unit, lower
the man hours required to achieve a greater volume, and
increase the overall quality of its operations.
In fact, the company was able to close down a second
warehouse in North America and consolidate operations
because of the success of the KellyOCG operations at
this particular warehouse. Over time, the company has
chosen to add more responsibilities to the scope of the
outsourced solution, and it looks forward to continuing
to work with KellyOCG.
For more information on how KellyOCG can help
your business, visit kellyocg.com today.

